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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK SOMETHING LIKE HAPPY
Annie Hebden is stuck: stuck in her boring job, stuck with her irritating roommate,
stuck in a life no thirty-five-year-old would want. But deep down Annie is still
mourning the terrible loss that tore a hole through the perfect existence she'd once
taken for granted-and hiding away is safer than remembering what used to be. At
least it was, until she met the eccentric Polly Leonard.Bright, bubbly, and intrusive,
Polly is everything Annie doesn't want in a friend. But Polly is determined to wake
Annie up to life. If recent events have taught Polly anything, it's that time is too
short to waste a single day, which is why she wants Annie to join her on a
mission: one hundred days, one hundred new ways to be happy.Annie's
convinced it's impossible, but so is saying no to Polly. And on an unforgettable
journey that will force her to open herself to new experiences-and perhaps even
new love with the unlikeliest of men-Annie will slowly begin to realize that maybe,
just maybe, there's still joy to be found in the world. But then it becomes clear that
Polly's about to need her new friend more than ever, and Annie will have to decide
once and for all whether letting others in is a risk worth taking.
SOMETHING LIKE HAPPY BY EVA WOODS - GOODREADS
Something Like Happy is a beautiful story about characters you'll love, friendship
and small joys in life. The novel also revolves around 100 Happy Days Project, I
had never heard of it before, so it was an experience reading about that. Told with
wry wit and boundless heart, Something Like Happy is an unforgettable tale of
celebrating triumphs great and small, seizing the day, and always remembering to
live in the moment. Read more Read less Something Like Happy is a book that
the reader will finish and sit and think about what they had just read. There are so
many life lessons to be learned in the book. Friendships, relationships, living life to
the fullest, and being open to what is coming for you. With wry wit and boundless
heart, Eva Woods delivers an unforgettable tale of celebrating triumphs great and
small, seizing the day, and always remembering to live in the moment. Told with
wry wit and boundless heart, Something Like Happy is an unforgettable tale of
celebrating triumphs great and small, seizing the day, and always remembering to
live in the moment. Free Preview Listen to Sampler Product Details Something
Like Happy: A Novel - Kindle edition by Eva Woods. Download it once and read it
on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note
taking and highlighting while reading Something Like Happy: A Novel. Lightly
reminiscent of the movie The Bucket List but successfully avoiding hackneyed
scenes, Something Like Happy includes a little bit of everything—even the hope of
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romance. This is an enjoyable read that needs to spread far and wide. An almost
flawless collection of stories from John Burnside. His previous story collection,
Burning Elvis, is arguably the best of his early fiction - the novels don't really start
doing anything for me until Living Nowhere - and this new book is a worthy
successor to Elvis. This book, something like happy, is a good read for anyone
who's looking for a heart-warming emotion packed exciting book that keeps them
on the edge of their seat the more they read. I recommend this book to everyone
who's into reading and is looking for a good read. In her third novel, London-based
author Woods (The Ex Factor, 2016, etc.) makes the case for intentional
happiness in the face of tragedy.Two years after the sudden death of her infant
son, Annie Hebden is mired in sorrow and holding her life together by a thread.
Though SOMETHING LIKE HAPPY is somewhat overloaded with misery (various
characters must also deal with absent dads, abusive boyfriends and cheating
husbands, among other issues), Woods' light touch keeps things from sinking
under their own weight. As such, Something Like Happy, his first collection of
short stories since Burning Elvis, puts the reader into familiarly unfamiliar territory,
but in an unsettling way. For those unacquainted. This book made me hungry. For
food, yes. But also for a desire to spend a summer on Nantucket to explore the
beaches and restaurants. I was enthralled in this love story and how they kept this
busy restaurant running. The first time I saw Arthur McKechnie, he came into the
bank with some checks. I had just started working there, fresh out of school and a
bit nervous, I suppose, and I liked the way he behaved. Something Like Happy is
actually as noisy and boisterous at times as Polly Leonard. Woods has created a
cast of delightful characters who grow more enchanting and lovable as the story
moves on. Woods has created a cast of delightful characters who grow more
enchanting and lovable as the story moves on.
SOMETHING LIKE HAPPY: A NOVEL HARDCOVER - AMAZON.COM
Introduction. With wry wit and boundless heart, Eva Woods delivers an
unforgettable tale of celebrating triumphs great and small, seizing the day, and
always remembering to live in the moment. "Filled with beautiful life lessons of
love, loss, friendship, and forgiveness, Something Like Happy is a perfect
feel-good read. A warm, funny, thoughtful novel, packed with heart and charged
with emotion." Erin is a documentary filmmaker on the brink of a professional
breakthrough, Mark a handsome investment banker with big plans. Passionately
in love, they embark on a dream honeymoon to the tropical island of Bora Bora,
where they enjoy the sun, the sand, and each other. Something Like Happy by
Eva Woods is the launch title of the highly anticipated new women's fiction imprint,
Graydon House Books.If this title is any indication of what we have to look
forward. Told with wry wit and boundless heart, Something Like Happy is an
unforgettable tale of celebrating triumphs great and small, seizing the day, and
always remembering. Annie is stuck in a life that no 35-year-old would want. Deep
down, she's still mourning the terrible loss that tore a hole through her perfect
existence. Until she meets the eccentric Polly, who is determined to wake her new
friend up to life. You have one mission: spend each day for the next 100 days
doing something to make you happy. Or, at least, that's the goal for Polly Leonard
in Eva Woods' newest novel Something Like Happy. Something Like Happy could
have been a sad, emotional read, and to some extent it is, however it is also
enchanting and uplifting. Annie has gone through a lot and really is in a dark
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place, she struggles through each day not really caring. Get this from a library!
Something like happy. [Eva Woods, (Novelist)] -- "Annie Hebden is stuck. Stuck in
her boring job, with her irritating roommate, in a life no thirty-five-year-old would
want. Something Like Happy - Eva Woods I was really intrigued by the inspiration
for Eva Woods' new novel. Read "Something Like Happy A Novel" by Eva Woods
with Rakuten Kobo. "A special book that will make you laugh through your tears
with its heartfelt take on happiness and friendship." —Amy E... Something Like
Happy by Eva Woods (4/5) This book is about Polly, who is 35 years old and is
terminally ill. Her doctors have informed her that she only has 100 days left to live.
With wry wit and boundless heart, Eva Woods delivers an unforgettable tale of
celebrating triumphs great and small, seizing the day, and always remembering to
live in the moment. Misery takes a back seat in this uplifting, humorous, and
touching novel. Londoner Annie Hebden has given up hope of finding happiness.
Her baby, Jacob, dies unexpectedly; her husband, Mike.
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